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How the Step1 Device Empowers 

 
Allows your door to be secured, and 
ready for a lockdown situation. 

 
Allows a door to be locked at all times. 

 
Serves as a door blocking device. 

 
Allows teachers to both control access to 
the classroom. 

 
Allows teachers to have easy access in 
and out of the classroom. 

 
Green indicator lets the teacher know if 
the door is ajar. 

 
Red indicator lets them know the door is 
closed, and secure.  

Product Specifications 

 
Made from durable, solid natural rubber. 

 
Handles, and silences the roughest attempts at a slammed door. 

 
Rubber materials allows for reliable finger grip contact when unengaging door from being ajar. 

 
Patent pending pull ring design provides "effortless slide" design when engaging, and unengaging door from 
being ajar. 

 
Designed to be pulled with force, over, and over again without bending or breaking. 

 
Installed to the door with 3M® VHB tape creating the strongest bond. 

 
Does not require additional material, such as screws, that can damage a fire rated door. 

 
Guarantee if installed properly, the STEP1 will not come off the door from everyday use for up to three years after 
installing it.  

 
THREE YEAR WARRANTY Product replacement for up to 3 years of purchase. 

 
Comes with a sticker for the door, to let everyone know how to use it and what to do with it in an emergency. 
 
The Step1 is a Safety Device that meets both ADA and DSA retrofitting standards in California. 
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PURCHASING CONSIDERATIONS: 
 
Step1 Device helps teachers not only secure the door first but do it faster than any other method. The STEP1 
Device is provided at a low cost of $13.95 per unit and provides both a standardized and efficient solution to 
classroom lockdowns. Adopt this safety device as a part of your emergency preparedness plan and experience a 
learning curve that is next to effortless! 


